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MARKER AND MONUMENT REGULATIONS 
 
 

Marker size and type allowed varies from cemetery location to cemetery location as well as specific areas within  
a cemetery. Please contact our main office at the address and phone number listed above for complete information  
regarding your specific plot location. 

 
GENERAL REGULATIONS: 
 

1. Only the size and type of markers and monuments as set forth in these regulations will be allowed in the 
designated areas of the cemetery. The customer is responsible to order markers or monuments in the size 
and type as specified in these regulations. The Cemetery will not be held responsible and reserves the 
right to refuse installation of any markers or monuments that do not comply with these regulations. 

 
2. No bench may be installed as (instead of) an upright monument (03/2001). 

(with the exception of Private Bench Estates) 
 

3. Only those markers and monuments made from Bronze or Granite are allowed with the exception of VA 
markers which can be marble. All Stone Markers are required to be at least 3” in thickness. Items affixed 
to markers and monuments or imbedded in the concrete is not recommended, and done at the customers’ 
risk. Since the markers and monuments are outside, they are subject to the decomposed granite (our 
soil), extreme weather conditions, and maintenance all year round. As is routine in the cemetery 
industry, for efficiency purposes, maintenance is performed by mowing over and around flat markers 
and the bases of upright monuments.  Customers should keep this in mind when monuments and 
markers are designed, purchased and installed. 

 
4. Markers and monuments are the property of the purchaser. The Cemetery District is in no way 

responsible for the monuments and markers after they are installed.  (See 3. Above) Repairs must be 
done at the owners’ expense.  (Endowment care does not include cleaning, maintenance, repair or 
replacement of monuments, markers and/or vases installed in monuments or markers. This is the 
owners’ responsibility.) 

 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Newcastle, Rocklin, Gold Hill Cemetery District reserves the right to repair 

or remove any marker the District deems to be in an unsafe condition and which might pose a threat to 
the safety of the public or employees of the District. 

 
If a damaged marker has been in place in the Cemetery District for 25 years, and if the District is unable to 

locate a family member responsible for the care and upkeep of the marker, the District may, at its sole 
discretion, elect to either repair, remove or replace a damaged marker. 

 
5. Temporary markers are supplied by your funeral director, not by the Cemetery. The Cemetery is not 

responsible for damaged or missing temporary markers. All temporary markers will be removed from 
the interment site after 90 days. 

 
6. No double marker or monument shall be installed on a grave(s) unless both plots are paid for. 
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     7.   There is a limit of three (3) markers per grave. However, in Blocks and Sections where upright  
           monuments are allowed, one (1) upright monument is allowed at the head of the grave only, with  
           the other two (2) being of the flat marker type. (3/17/97) 
 
8. The Cemetery does not accept delivery of, nor set, any markers or monuments. This includes  
      Veteran=s markers or any other type markers or monuments ordered from out of the area or over the  
      Internet.  Customers must arrange in advance with a local monument company to accept delivery and  
      set the marker or monument. The Cemetery will not be held responsible for any marker or monument  
      delivered to the Cemetery.  (Note:  Do not ship any marker or monument to a monument company  
      without making arrangements with them in advance.) 
 

9.   Internet and out of area markers - Ordering memorial markers or monuments over the internet or out  
      of the area may appear to be convenient and/or economical, but the shipping and transportation costs,  
      etc., will most probably bring your cost over and above the cost of having your marker or monument  
      made locally.  Markers/monuments may arrive damaged or not exactly as ordered.  Most local marker  

companies will not set markers or monuments made by other companies, with the exception of VA 
Veteran=s markers. The Cemetery District will not be held responsible for markers or monuments that  
cannot be set in the cemetery.  Local marker companies are familiar with Cemetery District Regulations 

regarding markers and monuments.  You are taking a risk ordering from a company over the internet or 
from out of the area. 

 
    10.  Oversize monuments and markers- Any oversize monument or marker set on a grave or graves may 
      require temporary removal in order to prepare the grave for an interment (dig the grave). In order to  
      ensure that these monuments or markers are not damaged, the family or its legal representative is  
      responsible for making arrangements for the removal and re-setting of the monument or marker with a  
      local monument company. This is done at the families’ expense. No interment date and time can be  
      confirmed until the arrangements for the removal of the monument or marker has been made. (12/2010) 
 
SETTING NOTES FOR MARKERS AND MONUMENTS: 
 

1. All installation of markers and monuments shall be set by monument companies or qualified workers 
only, approved by the Cemetery Superintendent, and are in accordance with these specifications. 

 
2. Liability and Worker=s Compensation insurance certificates are required from all monument companies, 

funeral homes or any other subcontractors working on cemetery property. 
 

3. All worker=s intending to set markers or monuments MUST report to the Cemetery Office prior to 
commencing work to allow Cemetery personnel to inspect markers and monuments for conformity to 
Size Specifications and to have Cemetery personnel mark the gravesite(s) for the correct installation 
position prior to installation. 

 
4. Workers are responsible for the orderly completion of work and removal and disposal of all waste and/or 

excess materials. 
 

5. Under no circumstances will the District allow installation of markers or monuments after hours 
without the express permission of the Manager.  Under no circumstances will installation be allowed 
on weekends. 

 



THESE MONUMENT AND MARKER REGULATIONS WERE PASSED BY THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES ON 12/19/1995. 
MARKER AND MONUMENT REGULATIONS ARE SUBJECT TO REVISION AND/OR CHANGE AT ANY TIME. 
 

:m-mregs (03/19) 


